Please watch this space where our new Stilbaai Lions Club Website is
soon going to be hosted.
Our current focus is on the Ambulance Project for Still Bay. Please read on…

We are well on our way with the Still Bay Ambulance Project and want to thank everyone who
contributed so far. We are just over halfway at R56,000. We realize the need is high but it is not
going fast enough because people don't have enough information. This post will hopefully answer a
few questions and fill a few gaps.

History
Towards the end of 2018, Carewell took the initiative to contact an existing Ambulance company
Sozo Medical Rescue, to provide Ambulance services for Still Bay. This discussion revealed the
requirement for a special Wash Bay for the Ambulance and a place where the Ambulance crew can
stay. Carewell agreed to provide these and procured a piece of land next to their existing facilities.
After meeting with Willem Botha from Carewell last week, I learnt that there is no formal agreement

between Carewell and Sozo yet but only a 'handshake'. This in itself demonstrates an enormous
step in Leadership and Commitment from Carewell to serve the Still Bay Community.
I made contact with George from Sozo Medical Rescue and learnt that they have successfully
provided Ambulance services at Montagu already and is willing to bring their service to Still Bay at
very short notice.
The long term success of this project requires the ability to generate approximately R100,000 per
month which Sozo will collect through a subscription model from people without medical aid. They
have different rates for different situations and size of families or businesses starting at R130 per
month. They are also registered with a number of medical aids already.

The Plan
The Lions of Still Bay agreed to help Carewell to raise R100,000 towards the renovation of the
buildings on the new land they acquired. Carewell has started the renovations already.
We are currently busy forming a committee of organizations in Still Bay which we have identified as
visionaries and with trustworthy reputations, to create a Non-Profit Organization on behalf of the Still
Bay Community, to drive and ensure the long term success of an Ambulance service for Still Bay.
Residents should therefore feel comfortable with the process as it is going to be driven and
maintained by members of the community for the community.

Your Commitment
Please continue to donate money to this worthy and so much needed cause. We will keep and
manage the surplus funds towards the Monthly Budget or additional equipment for the Ambulance
Service.
Bank details for EFT Payments
Account Stilbaai Lions Projekte
Bank Nedbank
Account 1847 003397
Reference Your name (Ambulance)

